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l'egarded as a scientific paper, Dick showed and 
taught others that science writing could be a valued 
and respected branch of science. In the process he 
also not merely set a new standard for other people 
to follow, but also helped to give invaluable advice 
and training to many new-comers venturing into this 
field. Besides his activities as editor for Discovery, 
Dick also wrote many articles, one of the best known 
of which was "Science and the Press", which was 
written in 1954 for the journal Impact. Here he set, 
out many of the problems he had encountered and 
the ideals in which he believed. He also wrote, or 
contributed to, a number of books as, for example, 
"Science and the Welfare of Mankind", written in 
conjunction with I. B. N. Evans, published by 
Simpkin Marshall in 1946, and "The Story of 
Energy", published in 1951 for the Bureau of Current 
Affairs. In 1957, Butterworths Scientific Publicatiorn; 
brought out his "Atomic Energy in Agriculture". 

Dick's interests, indeed, were catholic in the 
extreme, every field of science intrigued and on 
occasion excited him, although professionally by 
qualification he was a biologist. The latter fact 
explains perhaps to some degree his immense interest 
in flowering plants and the joy and enthusiasm which 
he brought to his gardening. 

Despite his many achievements, William Dick 
suffered for twenty years from a long series of ill
nesses of increasing severity. The debt owed him by 
scientific journalism is immense, and his early passing 
is an occasion of great sadness. Personally, also, he 
will be missed as one of the kindest and most generous 
of people, especially in times of trouble. 

DEREK WRAGGE MORLEY 

IT is impossible to conceive of any scientist, 
certainly of any editor or journalist, who was not 
shocked by the news of Bill Dick's sudden death or 
who will not, now miss his entertaining chatter and 
stimulating pronouncements on science, especially on 
the exposition of science. 

Although he was initially a reporting journalist 
and eventually an editor, he was never satisfied 
merely to sit down and rewrite into more readable 
form scientific reports and research publications 
which came to hand. He really believed that the 
good editor wears out the soles of his shoes rather 
than the seat of his pants. He went after news 
personally and wrote it up personally. For this 
reason alone, it is true that as Mr. Wragge Morley 
writes: "Discovery [metamorphosed] from being a 
relatively unknown journal to one that had a reader" 
ship throughout the world, and was renowned and 
highly regarded as a scientific paper". Though 
Discovery still maintains this excellent standard, I 
am sure the present editor would be the firnt to 
admit that this happy editorial evolution was 
originally inspired by Bill Dick. 

Dick's remarkable achievements and his engaging, 
though somewhat nai'.ve, personality did not pass 
unnoticed, especially among his journalistic and 
editorial colleagues. For example, 1956 saw the tenth 
anniversary of the new Discovery which coincided 
with the tenth anniversary of Bill Dick's editorship. 
To mark this double event, a sherry party was held to 
which only editors and science writers were invited. It 
was significant, that everybody who had been invited 
attended to pay tribute to Dick and Discovery. 

Bill had a warm heart and a ready tongue. He 
harl a real gift for nosing out news. His sincerity 

could never be challenged, for if he admired a person 
or his achievements he was lavish with praise; but 
woe betide anybody who, in his opinion, was not 
playing the game. You always knew how you stood 
with Bill. 

It is a tragedy that science and especially the 
exposition of science (mainly through popular pub
lications) has now to suffer the loss of this remarkable 
man ; for science still suffers from a dearth of good 
writers, in spite of the fact that, as Mr. Wragge 
Morley says : "Science writing [is] a valued and 
respected branch of science". 

The prcsentat,ion of scientific advancements and 
achievements in an understandable form has now 
become an essential braneh of science itself. Research 
cannot go on indefinitely behind closed doors ; there 
must eventually be a fearless exposition and inter
pretation of the truths it unfolds. Bill Dick believed 
this and worked selfle:;;sly and passionately to this end. 

L. J. F. BRIMBLE 

Dr. H. P. Wilkins 
HUGH l'ERCIVAL WILKINS, the distinguished seleno

grapher, died at his home at Bexleyheath, in Kent, 
on January 23. 

Wilkins was never a professional astronomer. He 
was born and educated in Carmarthen, and after 
serving in the Army during the First World War he 
became an engineer. His main interest lay, however, 
in astronomy. Though he made useful planetary 
observations from time to time, he concentrated 
almost entirely upon the Moon, and by 1924 had 
completed a lunar map 60 in. in diameter. Eight 
years later he commenced work upon an even larger 
chart, to a scale of 300 in. to the Moon's diameter. 
A prodigious amount of work went into this project ; 
except during occasional periods of ill-health, Wilkins 
was nearly always busy at his telescope whenever the 
sky was clear and the Moon visible. The 300-in. map 
was published in 1951, and he then undertook a 
further revision, which appeared in 1954. Yet another 
revision was planned, though unfortunately he did 
not live to complete it. 

After his marriage, Wilkins moved from \Vales to 
Kent, and set up a 12½-in. reflector, later replaced by 
a 15½-in. instrument,. It was with this equipment 
that he carried out most of his work, though he also 
made numerous observations with very large instru
ments in both Eu.rope and the United States. He 
was a regular contributor to many scientific period
icals, and held the position of director of the Lunar 
Section of the British Astronomical Association from 
1946 until his resignation ten years later. In 1941 he 
gave up practical engineering, and joined the Ministry 
of Supply, retiring only at the end of 1959 with the 
intention of spending the last part of his life in 
astronomical work. 

Wilkins was well known as a lecturer on astronomy ; 
ho made frequent broadcasts on both sound radio 
and television, and was tho author of seven books, 
the last of which was completed only a few days 
before his death. In 1955 the University of Barcelona 
conferred on him an honorary Ph.D. degree in recog
nition of his work for selenography. 

Wilkins was above all a kindly man ; he was 
unfailingly courteous, and could never understand 
those who were not. His enthusiasm for astronomy was 
inspiring, and he was always ready to help others. 
A deep sense of personal loss will be felt by his many 
friendR all over the world. PATRICK MOORE 
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